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The regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation is recognized as an important developmental mechanism. Both addition and removal of
phosphate moieties on tyrosine residues are tightly regulated during development. Originally, most attention focused on the role of tyrosine
kinases during development, but more recently, the developmental importance of tyrosine phosphatases has been gaining interest. Receptor
protein tyrosine phosphatases (RPTPs) are of particular interest to developmental biologists because the extracellular domains of RPTPs are
similar to those of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs). This suggests that RPTPs may have functions in development similar to CAMs. This
review focuses on the role of RPTPs in development of the nervous system in processes such as axon guidance, synapse formation, and
neural tissue morphogenesis.
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Twenty years ago, developmental regulation of tyrosine
kinase expression was described (Dasgupta and Garbers,
1983). This marked a new era in developmental biology in
which the regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation was
recognized as an important developmental mechanism.
Studies examining changes in tyrosine phosphorylation of
proteins (Maher and Pasquale, 1988) demonstrated that both
addition and removal of phosphate moieties on tyrosine
residues are tightly regulated during development. Originally,
most attention focused on the role of tyrosine kinases during
development, but more recently, the developmental impor-
tance of tyrosine phosphatases has been gaining interest.
Tyrosine phosphatases are classified into three groups:
cytoplasmic, receptor-type, and dual specificity phospha-0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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serine, threonine residues, and tyrosine residues that are in
close proximity. Receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases
(RPTPs) are of particular interest to developmental biologists
because the extracellular domains of RPTPs are similar to
those of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs). This suggests that
RPTPs may have functions in development similar to CAMs.
This review focuses on the role of RPTPs in axon
guidance, synapse formation, and neural tissue morpho-
genesis. The role of cytoplasmic PTPs in signaling and
development has been reviewed (Angers-Loustau et al.,
1999; Neel and Tonks, 1997; Petrone and Sap, 2000; Tonks
and Neel, 2001; Van Vactor et al., 1998). The important role
of RPTPs in cell adhesion-dependent signaling has been
reviewed (Angers-Loustau et al., 1999; Bixby, 2001; Brady-
Kalnay, 2001; den Hertog et al., 1999; Schaapveld et al.,
1997; Zondag and Moolenaar, 1997). The role of the CD45
RPTP in development of the immune system has been
previously reviewed (Brady-Kalnay, 2001; den Hertog et al.,
1999; Petrone and Sap, 2000; Schaapveld et al., 1997). The
vast literature on the expression patterns of the receptor
phosphatases in the nervous system has been reviewed275 (2004) 12–22
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other reviews have covered the function of RPTPs in the
nervous system (Bixby, 2000; Brady-Kalnay, 2001; Johnson
and Van Vactor, 2003; Stoker, 2001; Stoker and Dutta,
1998). For additional information on RPTPs, we suggest
reading the other comprehensive reviews listed above.
Classification of RPTPs
RPTPs are classified into eight distinct subfamilies based
on the similarity of their extracellular domains (Fig. 1, Brady-
Kalnay and Tonks, 1995). A more recent classification of
RPTPs based on sequence similarity of the first tyrosine
phosphatase domain yielded similar subfamily groupings
(Andersen et al., 2001). In Fig. 1, we have diagramed only the
subfamilies of RPTPs that are covered in this review. TheFig. 1. Receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase families important for neural
development. RPTPs are classified into distinct families based on the motifs
in their extracellular domains. All RPTPs contain at least one cytoplasmic
tyrosine phosphatase domain. Their extracellular domains, however, vary
considerably. Some, such as Type IIa and Type IIb families, have both Ig
and FNIII repeats similar to Ig CAMs, while others, such as Type III family
members, have only FNIII repeats. Other extracellular domains of RPTPs
include short highly glycosylated extracellular domains (Type IV) and
carbonic anhydrase domains (Type V).adhesion molecule-like extracellular domains of RPTPs
include immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and fibronectin (FN)
III repeats. Other extracellular domainmotifs found in RPTPs
include carbonic anhydrase-like, Meprin-A5-Mu (MAM),
and highly glycosylated domains (Fig. 1).
The presence of different RPTP extracellular domains
implies the existence of unique ligands for each RPTP
subfamily. Both homophilic and heterophilic ligands have
been identified for the Type IIa RPTPs. For example, LAR
(Yang et al., 2003), HmLAR2 (Baker et al., 2000), and
PTPy (Wang and Bixby, 1999) all bind homophilically. In
addition, LAR binds the laminin–nidogen complex
(O’Grady et al., 1998), and PTPj binds heparan sulfate
proteoglycans (Aricescu et al., 2002). The Type V RPTP,
PTP~ /h has several heterophilic ligands, including pleio-
trophin (Maeda et al., 1996) and contactin/F11 (Peles et al.,
1995). Finally, only homophilic ligands have been docu-
mented for the Type IIb RPTPs PTPA (Brady-Kalnay et al.,
1993; Gebbink et al., 1993), PTPn (Drosopoulos et al.,
1999; Sap et al., 1994), and PCP2 (Cheng et al., 1997).RPTPs in axon guidance
Motor axon guidance
The best-characterized function of RPTPs in neural
development is in the regulation of axon guidance. In
general, loss-of-function studies demonstrate that RPTPs
have three key roles in axon guidance: (1) promoting target
recognition (Clandinin et al., 2001; Desai et al., 1997; Garrity
et al., 1999; Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001; Newsome et al.,
2000; Rashid-Doubell et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2001); (2) as
inhibitory guidance cues (Baker and Macagno, 2000a,b;
Baker et al., 2000; Burden-Gulley et al., 2002; Ensslen and
Brady-Kalnay, 2004a,b; Stepanek et al., 2001; Sun et al.,
2000a); and (3) in synapse formation (Kaufman et al., 2002).
Studies of Drosophila motor neurons were the first to
demonstrate a function for RPTPs in axon guidance.
Drosophila motoneuron axons exit the central nervous
system and split into five fascicles including the segmental
nerve and the intersegmental nerve b (ISNb), before
innervating their appropriate muscle fiber targets (Johnson
and Van Vactor, 2003). Five of the six RPTPs expressed in
Drosophila are expressed in the nervous system, the type IIa
RPTPs DPTP69D and DLAR, and the type III RPTPs
DPTP99A, DPTP10D and DPTP52F (Desai et al., 1996;
Krueger et al., 1996; Schindelholz et al., 2001; Sun et al.,
2000a). Initial studies demonstrated that DPTP69D (Desai
et al., 1996) and DLAR (Krueger et al., 1996) are required
for motor axon guidance of the ISNb root of the
intersegmental nerve (Fig. 2A). These defects are only
partially penetrant, presumably due to genetic compensation
from the other four neurally expressed RPTPs. While single
mutations in either DPTP10D (Sun et al., 2000a) or
DPTP99A (Desai et al., 1996) do not produce any motor
Fig. 2. Summary of various developmental defects following RPTP mutation. RPTPs are required for axon guidance within the nervous system. Drosophila
motoneuron axons of the intersegmental nerve (ISN) normally branch off to form the ISNb nerve that innervates various muscle targets along its route (A, wild-
type). Following mutations of either DPTP69D or DLAR, the ISNb nerve fails to defasciculate from the ISN, and therefore, bypasses its targets. Following
mutation in four of the neurally expressed RPTPs, a higher penetrance of the bypass phenotype is observed, as well as a higher percentage of axons that exhibit
a stalling phenotype before reaching their target muscles. In the visual system, RPTPs are also important in axon guidance (B, C). In Drosophila, R1–6
photoreceptor axons innervate the lamina, while R7 and R8 axons innervate different regions of the medulla (B). Following mutation of DPTP69D, R1–6 axons
misproject to the medulla, and R7 axons retract their processes to terminate in the R8 target field. Following mutation in DLAR, R7 axons also terminate
incorrectly in the R8 target zone. In the chick retinotectal system, retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons innervate tectum (C). Following the disruption of PTPj
interaction with its ligand using a PTPj-Fc, RGC axons display many guidance defects, including a stalling phenotype (S), dorsal projection errors (D), and
ectopic arborization (E). During retinal development, both PTPa and PTPA regulate retinal lamination (D). Use of PTPa morpholinos in zebrafish result in the
disruption of both ganglion and amacrine cell layers. Following antisense downregulation of PTPA expression in chick retinas, RGC axons migrate
inappropriately along the ventricular surface of the retina.
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with mutations in two (Desai et al., 1996), three (Desai et al.,
1997) or four (Sun et al., 2001) of the neurally expressed
RPTPs demonstrate that these RPTPs do compensate for one
another (Fig. 2A). Mutations in multiple RPTPs exacerbate
motor axon guidance defects of individual RPTP mutants
leading to an increased penetrance of the defects (Desai et
al., 1997; Sun et al., 2001). Surprisingly, mutation of
DPTP99A suppresses the DLAR defect on the ISNb nerve
(Desai et al., 1997). Likewise, mutation of DPTP10D also
partially compensates for the ISNb axon guidance defects
produced by mutations of DPTP99A, DPTP69D, and DLAR
(Sun et al., 2001). This demonstrates that DPTP10D and
DPTP99A antagonize the function of the other neurally
expressed RPTPs. Another neurally expressed RPTP,
DPTP52F, plays a role in axon guidance of CNS longi-
tudinal tracts as well as the SNa nerve (Schindelholz et al.,
2001). The longitudinal tract phenotype is suppressed indouble mutants of DLAR again suggesting antagonism
between these two RPTPs in the regulation of axon guidance
decisions (Schindelholz et al., 2001). Since all of these
RPTPs are expressed in the same neurons, it may be that the
cooperative and antagonistic effects of loss of RPTPs arise
due to cis interactions between the RPTPs. Indeed, recent
studies suggest that heterodimers form due to interactions
between the second catalytically inactive tyrosine phospha-
tase domain (D2) and the first catalytically active tyrosine
phosphatase domain (D1) (Blanchetot and den Hertog,
2000; Blanchetot et al., 2002; Wallace et al., 1998). The
D1–D2 interactions can inhibit tyrosine phosphatase activity
(Fig. 3C), thus having profound consequences on RPTP
function (Wallace et al., 1998). Although these interactions
have been described for vertebrate Type IIa and III RPTPs
(Blanchetot and den Hertog, 2000; Blanchetot et al., 2002;
Wallace et al., 1998), whether this happens with the
Drosophila RPTPs during axon guidance is unclear.
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In addition to regulating motoneuron axon guidance,
RPTPs also regulate axon guidance within the visual system.
Elegant studies in Drosophila were the first to demonstrate
the importance of RPTPs in visual system development. In
Drosophila, axons of the eight photoreceptors (R1–8) found
in each ommatidium project directly to either the lamina
(R1–6 cells) or the medulla (R7 and 8 cells) in the optic lobes
of the brain. R1–6 axons express both DPTP69D (Garrity et
al., 1999) and DLAR (Clandinin et al., 2001). Loss of
DPTP69D function results in misprojection of R1–6 cells
past the lamina to the medulla (Garrity et al., 1999) and
premature stalling of R7 axons short of their correct target in
the medulla (Fig. 2B) (Newsome et al., 2000). Furthermore,
in DLAR mutants, R1–6 axons do not synapse on the correct
target neurons within the lamina (Fig. 2B) (Clandinin et al.,
2001). The FN III domains and tyrosine phosphatase activity
of DPTP69D were required (Garrity et al., 1999), although
the identity and location of DPTP69D ligands is unknown.
Disruption of DLAR also results in axon guidance defects
of R7 axons in which R7 axons retract from their correct
target to innervate the R8 target layer (Clandinin et al., 2001;
Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001) (Fig. 2B). In the case of DLAR,
DLAR expression in R8 or R7 cells can partially rescue the
R7 guidance defect (Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001). Further-
more, DLAR tyrosine phosphatase activity is required in R7
but not R8 cells (Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001). This suggests
that DLAR binds homophilically on R7 and R8 cells, but a
tyrosine phosphatase-dependent signal is only required in R7
cells for correct axon guidance (Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001).
Given that vertebrate forms of type IIa RPTPs, including
LAR (Yang et al., 2003) and PTPy (Wang and Bixby, 1999)
bind homophilically, it is plausible that Drosophila type IIa
RPTPs also bind homophilically.
A role for RPTPs in axon guidance within the visual
system has also been demonstrated for several vertebrate
RPTPs, including PTPj, PTPy, and PTPA. Initial studies
demonstrated that antibody perturbation of PTPj (CRYPa)
(Ledig et al., 1999a) or expression of a catalytically inactive
mutant form of PTPj (Johnson et al., 2001) both result in
changes in retinal ganglion cell (RGC) neurite growth on
retinal basement membranes. Furthermore, antibody pertur-
bation of PTPj results in changes in RGC growth cone
morphology on retinal basement membrane suggesting a
role for PTPj in RGC axonal migration (Ledig et al.,
1999a). In support of this, following the perturbation of
PTPj receptor–ligand interaction by ectopically expressing
a secreted form of PTPj (PTPj-Fc) in chick tectum, several
RGC axon guidance defects in the tectum were observed
(Rashid-Doubell et al., 2002). These included premature
stalling, ectopic arbor formation, and dorsal projection
errors (Fig. 2C) (Rashid-Doubell et al., 2002). Proteins in
the tectal basement membrane and stratum opticum (corre-
sponds to the RGC axon layer within the tectum) both bind
to the PTPj-Fc, demonstrating the PTPj ligand is presum-ably in these most superficial layers of the tectum (Rashid-
Doubell et al., 2002). When considered in light of the
previous study by Ledig et al. (1999b), this study suggests
that PTPj is important in RGC axon growth. A function for
PTPj in retinotectal guidance is suggested by the dorsal
mis-projection of RGC axons within the tectum (Rashid-
Doubell et al., 2002). Closer examination of PTPj and its
ligands in both the retina and tectum to see whether there are
any obvious gradients or borders of expression may
illuminate how PTPj regulates retinotectal pathfinding.
Further support for PTPj functioning to regulate axon
guidance comes from PTPj knock-out mice, which have
fewer axons in the corpus collosum (Meathrel et al., 2002).
Two other RPTPs, PTP y and PTPA, are expressed in a
gradient in the developing vertebrate retina, and thus have
the potential to be retinotectal guidance cues. The type IIa
RPTP PTPy is expressed in a dorsal–ventral gradient in the
developing Xenopus retina, where it is expressed in RGC
axons (Johnson and Holt, 2000). PTPy binds homophilically
to promote neurite outgrowth and cell–cell aggregation
(Wang and Bixby, 1999), and can also function as an
attractive guidance cue for chick forebrain neurons when
presented in a soluble form (Sun et al., 2000b). Use of the
generic tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor, vanadate, demon-
strated that tyrosine phosphatase activity of PTPy is likely
required for mediating this attractive guidance response
(Sun et al., 2000b). An analysis of PTPy expression
throughout the visual pathway may clarify whether PTPy
acts as an attractive guidance cue in the visual system.
In addition to PTPy, the type IIb RPTP, PTPA, is also
expressed in a gradient in the retina, in a high temporal low
nasal pattern (Burden-Gulley et al., 2002). PTPA is also
expressed in a high anterior low posterior gradient within the
tectum (Burden-Gulley et al., 2002). PTPA binds homophili-
cally to mediate cell–cell aggregation (Brady-Kalnay et al.,
1993; Gebbink et al., 1993) and neurite outgrowth (Ensslen
and Brady-Kalnay, 2004a). While originally described as a
permissive cue for neurite outgrowth (Burden-Gulley and
Brady-Kalnay, 1999), PTPA is actually repulsive to the
majority of RGCs (Ensslen and Brady-Kalnay, 2004a) and
permissive only to ventral–nasal RGC neurites at embryonic
day 8 (Burden-Gulley et al., 2002), a time of peak axon
guidance between the retina and tectum. Using growth cone
collapse assays (Burden-Gulley et al., 2002; Ensslen and
Brady-Kalnay, 2004b), PTPA was demonstrated to be a
dominant inhibitory cue only at embryonic day 8, and thus
could be regulating guidance at this precise developmental
time period in vivo. Future studies perturbing PTPA and
PTPy expression in vivo within the developing visual system
will clarify the function of these RPTPs in axon guidance.
RPTPs as inhibitory or anti-adhesive guidance cues
Originally, many RPTPs were described as permissive
substrates (Burden-Gulley and Brady-Kalnay, 1999; Droso-
poulos et al., 1999; Wang and Bixby, 1999). A growing body
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guidance cues in development. Preliminary support for PTPA
functioning as a guidance cue in vivo comes from a study in
which disruption of PTPA expression and catalytic activity
both resulted in inappropriate growth of RGC axons along
the ventricular surface of the retina (Fig. 2D) as opposed to
the vitreolar surface of the retina (Ensslen et al., 2003).
Although the mechanism responsible for producing this
defect is unclear, it may be that PTPA expression along the
ventricular surface of the retina is inhibitory to RGC axons,
and that following the loss of PTPA expression, RGC axons
are no longer inhibited and are able to grow on the
ventricular surface of the retina. PTPRO (CRYP2) (Stepanek
et al., 2001), leech LAR homolog, HmLAR2 (Baker and
Macagno, 2000b), as well as DPTP69D and DPTP10D (Sun
et al., 2000a), all mediate repulsion or collaborate with other
repulsive cues to regulate axon guidance.
Studies in Drosophila were the first to demonstrate a
developmental importance for RPTPs as inhibitory guidance
cues (Sun et al., 2000a). Here, longitudinal CNS axon
guidance is disrupted following mutation of DPTP69D and
DPTP10D (Sun et al., 2000a). Specifically, longitudinal
CNS axons inappropriately cross the midline, producing a
developmental defect similar to that found in Robo and Slit
mutant embryos (Sun et al., 2000a). Robo is expressed on
longitudinal axons, while Slit is expressed along the
midline. Robo binding to Slit mediates repulsion and
prevents commissural axons from crossing the midline
(Kidd et al., 1999). Commissureless (Comm) downregulates
Robo expression, which permits CNS axons to cross the
midline (Kidd et al., 1998). Interestingly, loss of both
DPTP69D and DPTP10D enhances the phenotypes pro-
duced by mutations in Robo and Slit (Sun et al., 2000a).
Furthermore, loss of DPTP69D and DPTP10D antagonizes
the loss of Comm, suggesting that DPTP69D and DPTP10D
function to positively regulate the Robo/Slit signal to
mediate repulsion (Sun et al., 2000a). Only DPTP10D is
expressed in the longitudinal axons, whereas DPTP69D is
presumably not expressed in the longitudinal axons (Sun et
al., 2000a). Future studies that elucidate DPTP10D and
DPTP69D ligands and their expression pattern will help
clarify the manner in which these RPTPs contribute to
repulsion at the midline.
In another developmental system, the leech body wall,
the LAR homolog, HmLAR2, also functions as an
inhibitory guidance cue (Baker and Macagno, 2000a,b).
HmLAR2 is expressed in growth cones and axons of the
neuron-like cell, the peripheral comb cell (CC, (Baker et al.,
2000)). CC processes form a scaffold for developing muscle
in the leech body wall, and their processes are arranged in a
symmetrical and parallel manner, such that the processes do
not contact one another. Addition of HmLAR2 antibodies
cause abnormal axonal projections (Gershon et al., 1998),
while addition of HmLAR2–Fc fusion proteins, to bind
HmLAR2 ligands (Baker et al., 2000), or the use of
HmLAR2 RNAi, to reduce HmLAR2 protein levels (Bakerand Macagno, 2000a), result in extensive crossing of CC
processes over each other and in growth cone collapse. This
demonstrates that HmLAR2 normally functions to mediate
repulsion between CC processes, and that in the absence of
HmLAR2 protein or receptor–ligand interaction, extensive
crossing occurs.
The vertebrate type III RPTP, PTPRO, is also likely to be
an inhibitory guidance cue in vivo. PTPRO is a type III
RPTP, with eight FN III motifs in its extracellular domain,
and is similar to the Drosophila RPTPs DPTP10D and
DPTP99A. PTPRO is expressed on RGC axons in the retina
(Stepanek et al., 2001). PTPRO is a dominant inhibitory cue
over laminin, fibronectin, collagen I, and N-cadherin
(Stepanek et al., 2001). Furthermore, PTPRO induces
growth cone collapse and growth cone repulsion in a turning
assay (Stepanek et al., 2001). Given that RPTPs similar to
PTPRO have been shown to be important for mediating
inhibitory guidance in Drosophila (Sun et al., 2000a), it is
possible that analysis of PTPRO function during vertebrate
development will demonstrate a similar function.
RPTPs as bstopQ cues
Target recognition studies have demonstrated that in
addition to acting as inhibitory guidance cues, RPTPs also
function as bstopQ cues to direct correct target recognition.
This is specifically demonstrated by the bypass phenotypes
(Clandinin et al., 2001; Desai et al., 1997; Garrity et al.,
1999; Krueger et al., 2003) and aberrant target arborization
patterns (Clandinin et al., 2001; Desai et al., 1997; Rashid-
Doubell et al., 2002) observed in Drosophila and vertebrate
studies. The expression pattern and the in vitro behavior
elicited in response to the RPTP PTPA suggests that it, too,
may function as a bstopQ cue in vivo. PTPA is expressed in a
high temporal low nasal gradient in the vertebrate retina and
a high anterior low posterior gradient in the tectum (Burden-
Gulley et al., 2002). PTPA was demonstrated to be a
dominant inhibitory cue that causes growth cone collapse
only of temporal neurons in vitro (Burden-Gulley et al.,
2002; Ensslen and Brady-Kalnay, 2004b). Repulsion
requires that high amounts of PTPA are expressed in the
RGC axons (Ensslen and Brady-Kalnay, 2004b). Given that
temporal RGC axons innervate anterior tectum, which also
expresses high levels of PTPA, it was hypothesized that
PTPA functions as a bstopQ cue for temporal RGC axons by
inhibiting their forward growth in the anterior tectum
(Burden-Gulley et al., 2002).RPTPs and synapse formation
Defects in neuromuscular junction (NMJ) synapse for-
mation are also observed following Drosophila DLAR
mutation (Kaufman et al., 2002). Intriguingly, examination
of NMJ morphology demonstrates that synaptic morphology
is extremely sensitive to the relative amount of DLAR
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in the formation of fewer synaptic terminals whereas the
expression of DLAR above endogenous levels results in the
formation of more synaptic terminals than normal (Kaufman
et al., 2002). LAR subcellular localization is regulated by an
interacting protein named liprin (for reviews, see (Brady-
Kalnay, 2001; Johnson and Van Vactor, 2003). Loss of
function mutations in liprin-a reduce both synapse size and
complexity similar to DLAR (Kaufman et al., 2002). It is
interesting to note that liprin plays a role in AMPA receptor
targeting or clustering at synapses (Wyszynski et al., 2002).
Therefore, it seems likely that DLAR may contribute to
formation of synapses, similar to other cell adhesion
molecules such as the cadherins (Goda, 2002; Huntley,
2002; Takai et al., 2003).Neural tissue morphogenesis
Retinal lamination
Besides functioning in axon guidance and synapse
formation, developmental roles for RPTPs have been
observed in neural tissue histogenesis. Studies in which
expression of PTPa is disrupted by use of morpholinos in
Zebrafish embryos demonstrated a requirement for PTPa in
retinal lamination (van der Sar et al., 2002) (Fig. 2D). PTPa
has only a short highly glycosylated extracellular domain,
with no other motifs present. PTPa is expressed throughout
the developing retina, and treatment with morpholinos
results in a delay in retinal lamination, presumably via a
disruption in neuronal differentiation (van der Sar et al.,
2002). Although the defect recovers during development, a
persistent slight disruption of the ganglion cell and amacrine
cell layers remained (Fig. 2D), likely due to the fact that
these cell layers form earlier than other retinal layers. This
suggests that PTPa expression is required for either the
differentiation or migration of ganglion and amacrine cells.
Disruption of retinal lamination was also observed
following the disruption of PTPA expression, adhesion,
and catalytic activity (Ensslen et al., 2003). PTPA expres-
sion and catalytic activity were required for the formation of
many retinal layers, including the optic fiber layer (that
consists of ganglion cell axons), inner nuclear layers, and
the photoreceptor layer (Fig. 2D). The defects produced in
these retinas are likely a result of the broad expression
pattern of PTPA within the early, unlaminated retina
(Ensslen et al., 2003). Perturbation of PTPA-mediated
adhesion with an adhesion-blocking antibody to PTPA also
resulted in a defect in retinal lamination, characterized by
the presence of rosettes of cells and pyknotic nuclei
(Ensslen et al., 2003). Surprisingly, over-expression of
wild-type PTPA also resulted in the presence of many
pyknotic nuclei. Together, these two studies demonstrate
that the precise localization of RPTPs in the retina during
development regulate important aspects of layer formation,suggesting that RPTPs regulate neuronal cell body migra-
tion or differentiation in addition to axonal migration.
Despite evidence to support roles for RPTPs in neural
development, numerous vertebrate knock-out studies sug-
gest that RPTPs do not play essential roles. For example,
PTPA (Koop et al., 2003) and PTPn(Shen et al., 1999)
knock-out mice have no neural development defects. This
can be at least partly explained by the fact that most RPTPs
expressed in vertebrates have closely related homologs that
are able to compensate for each other. Support for genetic
redundancy in RPTP function in development comes from
the genetically simple Drosophila system, where there are
only five neurally expressed RPTPs, but where in many
cases defects are only observed following double, triple, or
quadruple knock-outs (Desai et al., 1997; Sun et al., 2001).
Contrary to Drosophila, there are as many as 37 PTPs
expressed in humans, of which 22 are RPTPs (Andersen et al.,
2001), making genetic redundancy a plausible complication
to interpreting knock-out studies.
Development of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons
Despite the fact that in some cases vertebrate RPTP
knock-out studies have yielded no overt phenotypes, both
LAR (Yeo et al., 1997) and PTPj (Wallace et al., 1999)
knock-out animals have defects in basal forebrain choliner-
gic neurons. In the case of LAR knock-outs, there is also a
deficit in the projections between the basal forebrain
neurons and the hippocampus (Yeo et al., 1997). In LAR
knock-out animals, both the size of basal forebrain
cholinergic neurons and cholinergic innervation of the
hippocampus are reduced (Yeo et al., 1997). Since LAR is
normally expressed by basal forebrain cholinergic neurons
and their hippocampal target cells, it may be that loss of
LAR expression results in guidance defects between the
basal forebrain neurons and the hippocampal. This would
agree with the studies in Drosophila (Clandinin et al., 2001;
Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001) and leech (Baker and Macagno,
2000a; Baker et al., 2000) mentioned above, which suggest
that LAR regulates axon guidance. Alternatively, a general
reduction in survival of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons
could also result in this reduction in cell number. Given
recent evidence that LAR can regulate cell survival (Tisi et
al., 2000; Weng et al., 1999), the latter scenario is also a
possibility.
Hypothalamic-pituitary development
Other neural developmental defects have been observed
following the disruption of RPTP function. For example,
following loss of PTPj expression in PTPj knock-out mice,
development of the pituitary gland and hypothalamus are
disrupted (Elchebly et al., 1999; Wallace et al., 1999). The
authors of these papers suggest that PTPj may be function-
ing to regulate cell–cell adhesion and migration of cells
within Rathke’s pouch to cause these defects (Elchebly et al.,
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(Wallace et al., 1999). It is possible, given the expression of
PTPj in axons (Stoker et al., 1995) and at sites of cell–cell
contact (Aicher et al., 1997), that PTPj regulates both of
these processes in the developing hypothalamus and
pituitary glands.
Cerebellar development
Many RPTPs are expressed in discrete areas of the
developing cerebellum, suggesting a function for them in
cerebellar development. Support for such a function has
come from antibody perturbation studies of PTPh/~ (Tanaka
et al., 2003) and PTPj knock-out mice (Wallace et al.,
1999). Normally, each Purkinje cell has a single primary
dendrite directed at the pial surface that forms extensive
branches in the molecular layer of the cerebellum. Follow-
ing treatment with an antibody to PTPh/~ in cerebellar slice
cultures, however, the development of the single pially
directed dendrite is disrupted, with the persistence of the
immature Purkinje dendrite morphology of multiple primary
dendrites and disoriented primary dendrites (Tanaka et al.,
2003). This same defect in dendrite morphogenesis also
occurs when tyrosine phosphatase activity is abrogated by
use of the generic tyrosine phosphatase inhibitors vanadate
and phenylarsinine oxide (Tanaka et al., 2003). The authors
suggest that addition of antibodies to PTPh/~ disrupts the
binding of the PTPh/~ ligand pleiotrophin, thus preventing
maturation of Purkinje cell dendrites (Tanaka et al., 2003). It
is not clear whether PTPh/~ expressed on Purkinje cells
themselves or on Bergmann glia is disrupted, and changes in
the glial glutamate transporter, GLAST, were observed
(Tanaka et al., 2003). This suggests that PTPh/~ may
influence Purkinje dendrite morphogenesis via the regula-
tion of neurotransmission or glutamate excitotoxicity.
In PTPj knock-out mice, cerebellar defects are also
hypothesized to exist, although examination of the gross
structure of the cerebellum revealed no major defects
(Wallace et al., 1999). The defects instead consist of
behavioral deficits, which suggest an involvement of the
cerebellum. These include abnormal limb flexion, fine
intention tremor, ataxic gait, and defects in proprioception
(Wallace et al., 1999). It is also possible that PTPj regulates
neuronal plasticity required for mediating these behaviors.
Interestingly, the RPTP PTPa is required for long-term
potentiation in hippocampal slice cultures (Petrone et al.,
2003) and for learning motor behaviors (Skelton et al.,
2003).Regulation of RPTP function
Phosphatase-dependent functions of RPTPs
Understanding the function of RPTPs in development
requires knowledge of the relevance of RPTP catalytic ac-tivity. PTP69D is an example of an RPTP that requires
catalytic activity for proper photoreceptor axon guidance
(Garrity et al., 1999). In fact, both the FN III repeats of
DPTP69D and the tyrosine phosphatase domains are
necessary for correct photoreceptor targeting (Garrity et al.,
1999). Likewise, the extracellular domain and tyrosine phos-
phatase domains of DLAR are essential for R7 photoreceptor
guidance (Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001). In addition, PTPj
also requires phosphatase activity for its function in develop-
ment, as expression of a catalytically inactive PTPjmutant in
RGCs alters the rate of axon extension in vivo (Johnson et al.,
2001). Finally, expression of a catalytically inactive mutant
form of PTPA disrupts retina lamination (Ensslen et al., 2003)
and PTPA-mediated axon guidance (Ensslen and Brady-
Kalnay, 2004a). Interference with tyrosine phosphatase
activity using phosphatase inhibitors prevents PTPy-medi-
ated growth cone attraction (Sun et al., 2000b) and perturbs
Purkinje cell dendrite morphogenesis (Tanaka et al., 2003).
These studies demonstrate that for certain developmental
functions RPTPs require phosphatase activity.
Regulation of RPTP catalytic activity
There are currently four models for the regulation of
RPTP catalytic activity (for reviews, see (Bixby, 2001;
Brady-Kalnay, 2001; Petrone and Sap, 2000). The first
model is of an active dimer, which occurs for the RPTPs
PTPA and LAR (Fig. 3A). In this model, RPTP dimerization
results in an open conformation of the membrane proximal
tyrosine phosphatase domains (D1) (Hoffmann et al., 1997;
Nam et al., 1999). The second model, in which the dimer is
inactive (Fig. 3B), occurs for the RPTPs CD45, PTPa, and
perhaps PTP~ /h (Meng et al., 2000). Dimerization results in
the insertion of a helix–turn–helix bwedgeQ sequence into
D1 (Bilwes et al., 1996; Majeti et al., 1998). The third
method of RPTP regulation is via intermolecular interac-
tions in an RPTP heterodimer between the membrane distal
tyrosine phosphatase domain and D1 of the two monomers
(Fig. 3C). This interaction has been shown to inhibit RPTP
catalytic activity (Wallace et al., 1998). Heterodimerization
has been observed between the PTPa wedge and D2 domain
of the RPTPy, j, A, and LAR (Blanchetot and den Hertog,
2000). In addition, the binding between various RPTP D1
and D2 domains was recently investigated (Blanchetot et al.,
2002). Multiple RPTPs are able to associate with one
another but the effect of this association on catalytic activity
depends upon the individual RPTP examined (Blanchetot et
al., 2002). Finally, intramolecular interactions between the
membrane distal tyrosine phosphatase domain and the
juxtamembrane domain of PTPA can occur, which reduces
PTPA catalytic activity (Fig. 3D) (Feiken et al., 2000).
RPTP substrates and interacting proteins
Given that catalytic activity is required for various
developmental functions of RPTPs, identification of RPTP
Fig. 3. Regulation of RPTP catalytic activity. There are four models for the
regulation of RPTP catalytic activity. The first model, of the active dimer, is
proposed to occur for the RPTPs PTPA and LAR (A). In this model, RPTP
dimerization results in an open conformation of the membrane proximal
tyrosine phosphatase domains (D1). The second model, in which the dimer
is inactive (B), occurs for the RPTPs CD45, PTPa, and potentially PTP~/h.
Dimerization results in the insertion of a helix–turn–helix bwedgeQ
sequence into D1. The third method of RPTP regulation is via
intermolecular interactions in an RPTP heterodimer between the membrane
distal tyrosine phosphatase domain (D2) and D1 of the two monomers (C).
This interaction has been shown to inhibit RPTP catalytic activity. Finally,
intramolecular interactions between the membrane distal tyrosine phospha-
tase domain and the juxtamembrane domain of PTPA can occur, which
reduces PTPA catalytic activity (D).
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substrates have been identified. A number of interacting
proteins have been identified and some of these proteins may
be substrates of the RPTPs. Cadherins and catenins interact
with several RPTPs (for reviews, see (Bixby, 2001; Brady-
Kalnay, 2001; Johnson and Van Vactor, 2003) and (Aicher et
al., 1997; Brady-Kalnay et al., 1995, 1998; Fuchs et al.,
1996; Kypta et al., 1996; Meng et al., 2000; Mu¨ller et al.,1999; Zondag et al., 2000). The src family tyrosine kinases
are often associated with RPTPs (for reviews, see (Bixby,
2001; Brady-Kalnay, 2001; Johnson and Van Vactor, 2003;
Petrone and Sap, 2000; Tonks and Neel, 2001) and for more
recent publications, see (Gil-Henn and Elson, 2003; Granot-
Attas and Elson, 2004; von Wichert et al., 2003). Finally, the
scaffolding protein RACK1 and protein kinase C delta
interact with PTPA (for review, see (Brady-Kalnay, 2001)
and (Ensslen and Brady-Kalnay, 2004b; Hellberg et al.,
2002; Mourton et al., 2001; Rosdahl et al., 2002). Studies in
Drosophila have been instrumental in identifying deve-
lopmentally relevant RPTP substrates, including the tyrosine
kinase Ableson and its substrate Enabled (for review, see
(Bixby, 2001; Johnson and Van Vactor, 2003) and (Wills et
al., 1999). The LAR subfamily of RPTPs also regulates the
Rac and Rho GTPases via an interacting guanine nucleotide
exchange factor named Trio (for reviews, see (Brady-Kalnay,
2001; Johnson and Van Vactor, 2003). Future studies to
determine RPTP substrates that are important for develop-
ment are required to understand the molecular mechanisms
by which RPTPs regulate developmental functions.
Phosphatase-independent functions of RPTPs
Despite the fact that phosphatase activity is required for
many RPTP-mediated developmental events, some deve-
lopmental functions of RPTPs do not require tyrosine
phosphatase activity. For example, while DLAR function
in R7 photoreceptor guidance requires catalytic activity,
other developmental functions of DLAR have been shown
to be phosphatase-independent. A study of DLAR-deficient
Drosophila embryos demonstrated that the Ig domains of
DLAR, but not catalytic activity, is required for rescuing the
lethality of DLAR mutant embryos (Krueger et al., 2003).
Furthermore, rescue of R8 photoreceptor guidance defects
following DLAR mutation also only requires the extrac-
ellular domain of DLAR (Maurel-Zaffran et al., 2001). We
have recently demonstrated that the ability of PTPA to
restore E-cadherin-dependent adhesion in a prostate cancer
cell line is independent of phosphatase activity but requires
protein–protein interactions mediated by the intracellular
domain (Hellberg et al., 2002). Further support for
phosphatase-independent functions of RPTPs came from
studies that identified the developmental importance of the
membrane distal catalytically inactive tyrosine phosphatase
domains (D2) of DLAR and DPTP69D. Expression of
DLAR with a D2 mutation of a single cysteine to serine (C-
S) in the catalytic domain results in an increased penetrance
of a motoneuron bypass phenotype produced in a DLAR
null background, whereas expression of a form with both
catalytic domains mutated (C-S) did not (Krueger et al.,
2003). This suggests that the catalytically inactive D2 has an
important role in regulating DLAR function, possibly by
regulating D1 catalytic activity.
A similar result was observed in studies examining the
ability of various mutant forms of DPTP69D to rescue the
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fails to rescue lethality, while mutation of the essential
aspartate residues within both catalytic domains to render
them catalytically inactive does rescue lethality (Garrity et al.,
1999). Therefore, DLAR and DPTP69D also regulate
development via the catalytically inactive D2. The function
of D2 domains appears to be important for the regulation of
D1 catalytic activity (Wallace et al., 1998) and as a site for
protein–protein interactions (for reviews, see (Bixby, 2001;
Brady-Kalnay, 2001). In summary, while many developmen-
tal studies demonstrate that catalytic activity of RPTPs is
necessary, this is not true for all developmental functions of
RPTPs. Therefore, the hypothesis that RPTPs function to
signal via tyrosine phosphatase activity in response to
extracellular ligands is likely an oversimplification of the
complex functions that RPTPs play in development. It is
tempting to speculate that for certain functions, such as axon
guidance, ligand binding to RPTPs could regulate phosphor-
ylation of substrates that ultimately regulate the cytoskeleton.
However, it is also clear that this is not the sole mechanism of
RPTP function.Summary
Despite a lag in the identification of RPTPs as regulators
of development, studies over the course of the last decade
have demonstrated that RPTPs function in many aspects of
neural development. While not exhaustive, this review
covers some functions of RPTPs in development, including
neuronal migration, axon guidance, and synapse formation.
There is also increasing evidence to suggest that RPTPs
regulate cellular migration not only in development, but also
in cancer (Ulbricht et al., 2003) and following injury to the
nervous system (Thompson et al., 2003; Xie et al., 2001).
More studies on the role of RPTPs in these processes are
needed. Finally, the identification of additional RPTP ligands
and substrates will help clarify the molecular mechanisms by
which these proteins influence development.Acknowledgments
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